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Voter Fraud Is All Over America. Voter Fraud in
Texas

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts
Global Research, November 16, 2020
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In-depth Report: U.S. Elections

The Vote Fraud is all over America, it leaps out in huge quantities and the NY Times denies
the obvious. The Fraud is Overwhelming. It is so massive it is suffocating.

Here is the reported arrest of Biden campaign official Dallas Jones and two Texas Democrat
officials for “orchestrating a ballot harvesting scheme.” See this, this and this.

I can’t confirm whether the Texas Democrat officials are arrested or accused.

Here is a partial description of the vote fraud in Texas, which, although extensive, was not
enough to steal the state for Biden:

Even  conservative  states  run  by  Republicans  have  not  been  immune  to
Democrat fraud. In Texas, for example, Harris County, home to left-leaning
Houston, appears to be the epicenter of most of the fraud. Raymond Stewart, a
poll  watcher  and  retired  police  officer,  submitted  a  sworn  affidavit  to  the
district attorney about a Houston precinct judge — identified in news reports as
a Democrat — and election staff who unlawfully used a “large stack of Texas
driver’s licenses” to allow people to vote illegally at a “drive-through voting
window.”

“Staff  would  come  inside  from  the  drive-through  voting  booth  and  scan  a
driver’s license from someone outside and get a ticket and return outside,”
Stewart said. “But sometimes a staff member would search through the stack
of driver’s license on the table, then scan it,  receive a ticket and also go
outside  to  the  drive-through  booth.  As  a  Police  Officer,  I  quickly  became
suspicious that they were committing a crime by having the unattended D.L.’s
just sitting on the table and that possible voting crimes were being committed
using these forms of ID.”

The problems in Texas appear to go very deep. The state political director for
Joe Biden’s campaign, Dallas Jones, has been accused in affidavits filed at the
Texas Supreme Court of operating a massive, illegal ballot-harvesting scheme
involving  as  many  as  700,000  ballots.  The  affidavits  making  the  accusations,
filed by a former FBI agent and retired police officer, allege that Jones was also
ordering  those  ballots  to  be  filled  out  in  the  names  of  homeless,  dead,  and
elderly  people.  National  File  broke  the  story.

“This  scheme involves  voter  fraud on a  massive  scale,”  explained retired
Houston Police Department Captain Mark Aguirre in his sworn statement. Using
interviews, documents, and other information, Aguirre publicly identified Jones,
Texas State Senator  Borris  Miles,  political  consultant  Gerald Womack,  and
Harris County Commissioner Rodney Ellis. “This entire operation is being run
by the elite politicians of the Democrat Party in Houston/Harris County,” the
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retired lawman explained, adding that he had video evidence as well.

Project  Veritas  also  released  video  footage  from  San  Antonio  suggesting
electoral fraud there, with somebody “helping” an elderly citizen to change her
votes from Republican to Democrat. “What’s shown in the video is shocking
and should alarm all Texans who care about election integrity,” Texas Attorney
General Paxton said in a statement. “We are aggressively investigating the
serious allegations and potential  crimes that Project Veritas’s documentary
audio and video recordings shed light on today.”  See this. 

Sidney Powell in a Fox News interview says the evidence of fraud is overwhelming and is so
extensive that it  overturns the entire election.  She says she has signed affidavits  from a
software designer who attests that the software was designed for stealing elections.  She
says it was used to switch millions of votes. See this.
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